
Tech to make your business

Are you ready to supercharge your 
travel management technology?



So, what are we all about?
Tech to make your business BOOM

Get access to state-of-the-art, 
proven and affordable technology

Why adopt our tech?

TripStax is a fully connected stack of tech modules designed for travel management companies to service 
their corporate clients. Powered by The Core, a profound central data processing architecture, all booking, 
profile and invoice data across the entire eco-system is ingested, cleaned, enriched and managed. 

Clients can plug-in one, two or all of TripStax’s ten cutting-edge tech modules, or any third party solution. 
TripStax is built on a ground-breaking, cost reducing commercial model for its customers. 

The TripStax vision is to redefine the technology landscape and economics for travel management 
companies globally by giving them access to premium, proven and affordable technology solutions. 

TripStax was founded in 2021; however, the technology underpinning The Core and the modules 
has a 25-year pedigree of development, innovation and investment.

We unpicked a 60-year old ecosystem, and proudly reinvented it.

Become more competitive & generate new revenue
Supercharge the growth of your business by offering your clients market-leading, cloud-based 

technology. You can create premium packages to drive additional revenue and boost your 
sales propositions by selling additional functionality and software.

Implement without disrupting BAU operations
We work alongside your team to get everything up and running in the background. This means 
the switchover is seamless and you won’t experience any disruption or operational downtime.

Make significant cost savings
You’ll no longer have to pay multiple and costly transaction fees. Only ever pay once; no matter how 

many TripStax modules you have or how many times a booking is processed.

Simplify tech integrations
We plug-in existing third party infrastructures directly into The Core. Not only does this centralise and 
simplify your set-up, but it also cleans and enriches your data. Easily add any of our cutting-edge tech 

modules to enhance your tech portfolio and reduce the need to manage multiple suppliers.

One single point of truth for all your data
All your data will be centralised, cleansed and normalised regardless of the source or format. This 

means you’ll be able to trust the data you see and with it, make the right informed decisions.



The ultimate ecosystem

The TripStax Core is the ultimate innovative data warehousing solution. It’s the beating heart of our entire 
ecosystem. The Core ingests and centralises all booking, profile, finance and third party data, no matter the 
source or format. It seamlessly connects to multi-channel content APIs pulling in data from GDSs, hotels, as well 
as, NDC and LCC channels.

The Core cleanses, normalises, enriches and stores it in one place, giving you one single point of truth for all 
your data and insights.

And, it doesn’t stop there. The Core has an extensive array of features which go way beyond the data source, 
taking your data capabilities to the next level and vastly improving your user experience.

It cleverly powers all of the TripStax modules too.

The Core is powerful. It’s dynamic.  
And, there’s nothing else like it out there



Plug in cutting-edge, proven tech modules

Portal acts as the gateway to all the modules. It provides access based on the user’s 
needs and rights to information such as bookings and duty of care. Third parties can 
be integrated to give corporate users a complete travel environment from one place, 
with one login.

Docs is a document production system automating the creation and delivery of travel 
related papers such as travel options, quotes, itineraries, e-ticket receipts, invoices and 
much more – all done irrespective of the booking source.

Track is a powerful traveller tracking and end-to-end duty of care solution 
developed to ensure travellers can be located and communicated with 
24/7. It includes up-to-date risk and Covid-19 metrics to give you and your 
corporate customers solid insight into the risk profiles of destinations.

Profile is a traveller and profiling solution which integrates into a plethora 
of third party profile and HR systems, made easy by its API and webservice 
capabilities. It tracks and stores contact and payment details, and all other 
travel-related information and documents in a GDPR compliant system. 

Hotels provides multi-source accommodation content via the TripStax 
ecosystem. Gain access to more than one million hotels, search for 
properties, make reservations and take advantage of a wide range of 
features and benefits – all in a single interface.

Mobile is the perfect travel companion app containing all the 
information a traveller needs. Important documents such as 
itineraries, passport and visa details are easily accessible. 
Consolidate itineraries from multiple sources and integrate 
traveller profile data for on-the-go, real-time updates.

Content is a set of APIs enabling the consumption of GDS and non-GDS airline 
content, including NDC and LCC direct connections and aggregators. Simplify your 
air content connectivity and have a single point of access to an unparalleled  
breath of content.

Approve allows businesses to authorise travel no matter where in 
the world teams are based. Build automated workflows that cater 
for complex, granular travel policies. Set budget limits to control 
expenses and view travel reports.

QC is our logic engine which ensures bookings meet quality 
control criteria, client requirements and service levels or agency 
operational standards. It removes the QC process from the  
GDS-centric PNR and instead centralises it outside of the GDS  
in an API-connected environment.

Analytics is exceptional AI technology with natural language interaction capabilities 
which provides behavioral and financial analytics in real time. The highly sophisticated 
and comprehensive suite of tools enables users to interact with travel data from the 
most aggregated to the most detailed level. 



Let’s get chatting....
Make your corporate clients smile by providing cutting-edge tech 
modules  — from analytics, content and profiles, to approvals, 
mobile, QC and tracking technology — we’ve got it all.

The road to better technology is easy.  
Get started and see TripStax in action.

info@tripstax.com | tripstax.com


